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1. News from Microsoft

Effective February 29, 2020: Transition from baseline
policies to security defaults
Effective February 29, 2020, Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) baseline policies will be removed and replaced with security
defaults, a more comprehensive set of protection policies for you and your customers. Security defaults in Azure AD can help
protect your organization from common security attacks with preconfigured settings.
If you have not transitioned before February 29, you will lose multi-factor authentication (MFA) enabled with baseline policies on
your partner tenants. Please enable security defaults as soon as possible to avoid any business disruptions.

Key Considerations
Security defaults are one of the options now available to partners for implementing MFA in their organizations. It provides a
basic level of security at no extra cost. Please review how to enable MFA for your organization with Azure AD and the key
considerations below before choosing this security option.

• For the partners who are using conditional access, security defaults will not be available.
• Security defaults enforce all policies at once, including the required MFA for admins policy, end-user
protection policy, and required MFA for service management.
• Blocking legacy authentication will not be enforced for partners at this time. However, as most events
related to compromised identities come from sign-in attempts using legacy authentication, partners
are encouraged to move away from these older protocols.
• Security defaults automatically exclude the Azure AD Connect Sync account.
• Security defaults are the general availability replacement of the preview baseline policies. Once a
partner enables the security defaults, they will no longer be able to enable baseline policies.
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Next Steps and Resources for Security Defaults
Partners who are currently using the baseline policies should:
• Learn more about security defaults and enabling MFA for your organization.
• Enable security defaults with one-click for each partner tenant as soon as possible.
• If security defaults do not meet your needs, consider other options.
If you have any questions about the partner security requirements, please refer to these additional resources on the
“Implement partner security requirements to safeguard your business” website.

Microsoft Partner Agreement: Have you accepted through
Partner Center?
As of January 31, 2020, all Partners in the Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) program should have accepted the Microsoft Partner
Agreement (MPA), including Indirect Resellers, to ensure no disruption of their ability to create new customers or place new
orders for existing customers in the CSP program. Acceptance of the MPA is now required for all partners in the CSP program.

Starting April 2020:
• Direct Bill partners and Indirect Providers who have not accepted the MPA will not be able to place new orders and
will be limited to managing existing subscriptions only.
• Indirect Resellers who have not accepted the MPA will no longer be eligible to act as Partner of Record on new
orders.

Indirect Resellers should complete the following actions immediately:
1. Onboard to Partner Center as an Indirect Reseller and accept the MPA as part of the onboarding process.
2. If you have previously onboarded to Partner Center as an Indirect Reseller, accept the MPA on the Partner Center
dashboard page using Global Admin credentials.

Indirect Reseller-spcific information and resources are available via the
Reseller CSP Gallery page here.
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New Microsoft Customer Agreement support available now

Affected: Direct bill and indirect providers in the CSP program

Partners can now invite both new and existing customers to review and accept the Microsoft Customer Agreement (MCA)
directly in an authenticated Microsoft portal (Microsoft 365 Admin Center).

This means partners now have two options when presenting the MCA to their customers:

Option 1
Partners can present the new MCA to customers in much the same way they previously
presented the Microsoft Cloud Agreement. After a customer has reviewed and accepted the
agreement, partners must attest to the customer’s acceptance with Microsoft.
The Partner Center Dashboard, Partner Center API, and .NET SDK have been updated to
support a partner confirming customer acceptance of the MCA in this way.

Option 2

New feature!

Partners can invite customers to an authenticated Microsoft portal (Microsoft 365 Admin
Center) to view and sign the agreement.
This option enables simplified agreement management, faster implementation, and less work
for partners because once the customer accepts directly within the Microsoft 365 Admin
Center, it confirms approval of terms.
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Partners can learn if customers have accepted the new agreement using new functionality available in the Partner Center
Dashboard or through this new API.
As of February 1, 2020, a partner’s confirmation of their customers’ acceptance of the MCA is required to make new orders for
any CSP offers in all regions under Microsoft Public Cloud. CSP partners are no longer able to make new purchases, including
changes to seats or renewals of existing purchases, without confirming their customer has accepted the MCA via one of these
options. Note: auto-renewals are not impacted.

Next steps:
• The MCA is mandatory as of February 1, 2020, for new orders. Partners must either attest (Option 1) that customers
have accepted the agreement, or invite customers to accept the agreement directly through Microsoft 365 Admin
Center (Option 2).
• Partners using APIs for the existing MCA confirmation need to revise their existing implementation with the updated
API.
• Train your agents and resellers on the new agreement terms, and on presenting the new agreement and validating
customer acceptance.

Additional Resources:
Partners can view the MCA on this CSP Gallery page. This page includes:
• A Microsoft Customer Agreement in CSP guide (updated)
• Microsoft Customer Agreement FAQs (updated)
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2. Eye on Azure

New Consolidated Offer Packages for MSP/VARs and ISVs
Microsoft is providing MSP/VARs and ISVs with new consolidated offer packages designed to allow them to close an entire
Azure deal with a single offer. The new packages consolidate all offers to streamline and simplify the route to market. The offers
are applicable to all technology services and solutions on Azure.

Updated Feature: Cost Management for Azure
When you’re a trying to find an increase in costs for a particular resource, or you want to know the different meters that are
associated to each resource; the new resource drilldowns in the cost by resource view under cost analysis provide you with the
answers that you have been looking for.
With an updated table view and links to each resource, the Cost by resource view has been improved to help you better
understand the costs you’re accruing for each resource at a meter level, with it’s associated services. Now, we also empower
you to manage each resource from cost analysis by clicking on the resource in the Cost by resource view. Note, this action is
only enabled for RBAC scopes, i.e. at Management Group, Subscription and Resource Group scopes.

Announcement
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New Pricing APIs Automate Retrieval of Azure Plan
Pricing Information
Applicable to: All partners in the CSP program.
Category: Grow Your Business

Digital technologies are fundamentally changing how organizations create value. Our customers rely on trusted partners with
industry-specific skills and experiences to provide specialized assistance and services to accelerate this digital transformation.
As part of the new experience, we are excited to announce the availability of new pricing APIs that programmatically retrieve
Azure plan pricing for consumption and reservations and foreign exchange rate indexes for billing currencies supported
by Microsoft. With the new pricing API, partners can automate and simplify the process of retrieving pricing information.

The new pricing APIs provide the following capabilities:
• Enables partners to programmatically retrieve pricing for Azure services and exchange rate data
• Helps partners get pricing information ,including meter pricing, in USD for Azure resources and reservations when
applied to Azure plan
• Enables partners to retrieve monthly exchange rates for the supported billing currencies under the new experience
(Azure plan)
• Offers the ability to retrieve both pricing and foreign exchange rates for the current month or previous months
Please note
• This is a new API resource specific to Azure plan pricing.
• The existing Rate Card API should still be used for existing Azure resources or reservations
deployed to previous Azure subscriptions not part of the Azure plan.
• These APIs are on a different end point (a domain hosting the API) from the Partner

Next Steps
• Review the developer documentation
• Implement the automated process using the new API
• Refer to the Azure plan pricing documentation for pricing related questions.
• Learn more about Azure plan the new commerce experience in CSP.
• To better understand the benefits and enhancements of the new commerce experience,
register and watch the on-demand training modules
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3. Modern Workplace Update

Ingram Micro Offers Free Email and Data Migration

Offer Overview:
For a limited time, Ingram Micro is offering free email and data migration for
partners. The offer enables channel partners who purchase net new seats of
Office 365 Business Premium or Microsoft 365 to access free FLY migration
licenses for fast and secure data migration to the cloud.

Deal Requirements:
• Eligible licenses include Business Premium, M365 Business, M365 E3, and
M365 E5 purchased through Cloud Marketplace
• Must have a minimum of 5 seats
• Promotion available for Modern Workplace Accelerate Program Members

Promotion Term:
• Promotion ends June 30, 2020, 11:59 PM PST
Learn More
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New Microsoft 365 Videos for SMB
Show customers how they can improve their productivity and collaboration with connected, secure experiences
on Microsoft 365:

• The Microsoft 365 Vision Video for SMB weaves the story of how productivity, collaboration, mobility,
and security benefits come together in Microsoft 365 to provide connected, secure experiences that
improve productivity and foster collaboration in the workplace.

Watch

or

Download

• The Microsoft 365 Mobility Video for SMB is focused on the mobility aspects of Microsoft 365,
showing how your customers can stay productive and connected, from anywhere, on any device.

Watch

or

Download

• The Microsoft 365 Collaboration Video for SMB demonstrates how Microsoft 365 can transform
how employees work by fostering creativity and increasing real-time collaboration and innovation.

Watch

or

Download

• The Microsoft 365 Security Video for SMB shows how Microsoft 365 helps your customers protect
business data and information without compromising productivity.

Watch
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Drive New Security Business with ‘Your New CSO’ Campaign.
Help your small and medium business (SMB) customers defend their organizations against advanced cyberthreats with
a comprehensive security solution integrated with Office 365. Grow your practice with Microsoft 365 Business by offering
security-based managed services that enable you to reduce operational cost and unlock new revenue streams.
Learn how Microsoft 365 Business helps Defend against threats, Protect business data, and Secure your devices from
your new Chief Security Officer (CSO)

Share these easy videos with your customers:
Leverage the “Your New CSO’ Partner GTM Playbook” for guidance on how to execute a customer campaign.

• What is Microsoft 365 Business?
• The Comprehensive 1-minute IT audit
• Creating a security culture at your business
• End of support for Windows 7 & Office 2010
• Office 365 security tips
• Defend against cyber threats with Microsoft 365 Business
• How Microsoft 365 Business protects your data
• Microsoft 365 Business secures your devices
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4. Diving into Dynamics

Dynamics 365: Business Central SMB Launch on
Cloud Marketplace
Dynamics 365 is the cloud where business gets done, and Business Central is the top cloud-based business software driving
business outcomes. Give your customers the robust Business Central solutions they need with:
• Seamless Microsoft Integrations
• Optimized SMB and professional services
• Customized Plans and Upgrades to meet diverse customer needs

Learn More

Solution Overview:
D365 Business Central Quick Start, Right Start, and Specialized Start Cloud Accounting and Operations Solutions provide
comprehensive business management, and financial solution (ERP) optimized to enable small and mid-sized businesses to
streamline processes, make smarter decisions and accelerate growth.
Starting with a Business Central D365 license, our solution brings the implementation services, third-party ISV solutions, and
MSP-Style managed support services, delivering a cost-effective and turn-key business system solution for the selling partner
to offer to their end customers through our Cloud Marketplace. No experience with D365 required.

How to Purchase:
Work with your Ingram Micro Dynamics 365 specialists to purchase through participating in Ingram Micro Marketplaces.
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Dynamics 365 Sales Lite

Dynamics Promotion
For a limited time, Ingram Micro is offering partners a series of promotions. (Offers ends June 30, 2020).
Learn More
Learn More

2 exclusive Dynamics Promotions to Grow your Business:
Free Professional
25% OFF
45 Day Offer
Services
Offer
CRM Promo
25% off* net new Dynamics 365 for SalesSMB
Professional
seats purchased through CSP only.

Act Now
Up to $5,000 USD in Free
On net new Dynamics 365
Lock in 45 days free on
Services for Dynamics 365
Sales Professional seats
your Dynamics 365 SKUs.
Opportunities
through CSPthrough CSP
This only.
includes Dynamics 365
40% off* netQualifying
new Dynamics
365 Businesspurchased
Central purchased
Now through June 30, 2020.
only. MSRP of only $48.75
Business Central, Dynamics
Act Now
USD
365 for SalesProfessional,
See terms and conditions
and Dynamics 365 for Sales
*25% OFF D365 Sales Pro
SKUs.
For a limited time, Ingram Micro is offering partners
a series of
promotions.
License (limitations
apply)
Learn More
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5. Upcoming Events or Webinars
Join the Monthly CSP Spotlight Webinars
Register and join these live monthly webinars for the latest CSP and new commerce experiencehot topics and other licensing
information available for all partners.
Who should attend? These are specifically targeted to CSP partner sellers, including Direct Bill, Indirect Providers and
Resellers. Some content is also relevant for partner operations roles and Microsoft sellers.
Topics change monthly, and the webcasts are recorded.
Register HERE to choose the region and time that best suits you:
• CSP Spotlight (APAC), March 11, 2020 10:00 PM PDT
• CSP Spotlight (EMEA), March 12, 2020 2:00 AM PDT
• CSP Spotlight (Americas), March 12, 2020 8:00 AM PDT

Take your Dynamics Practice to the next level: Upcoming webinar
In the world of Microsoft Dynamic 365, “All Roads Lead to B Central,” whether you are migrating from GP to BC or Nav to BC,
Microsoft took the best of all worlds and rolled them into B Central, the one-stop-shop for all things ERP in the Mid-Market and
SMB space. Follow me to B Central or follow the B Central road. RSVP today to secure your seat!

Webinar On-Demand

All Roads Leads to B Central
March 18, 2020 | 10:30 am PST

Register

Register and join Ingram Micro’s monthly webinars for how to build a practice
around Dynamics 365.
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Register for Microsoft’s upcoming partner training schedule
Microsoft’s Partner Community Hot Sheet is a comprehensive schedule of partner training, webcasts, community calls, and
office hours. If you want to search for specific types of events or look further ahead at what’s planned, check out Microsoft’s
Events Calendar for new events and offerings!.
Most Recommended:
• Time for more security, March 6, 2020, 10:00 AM PST
• Keep Your Customers – Drive the Dynamics 365 Story, March 13, 2020, 10:00 AM PDT
• Getting your customers started with Microsoft Teams, March 17, 2020, 10:00 AM PDT
• Adopting Microsoft Teamwork Solutions: Securing Teams, March 18, 2020, 8:00 AM PDT
• Teamwork adoption and change management, March 19, 2020, 10:00 AM PDT

For the full March Partner Community Hot Sheet
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